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ABOUT US
Dubai Dreams welcome you to the world of luxury, elegance and supremacy.
Our motto is to transform all your dreams into reality with unparalleled experiences;
And bespoke services at every step of the way.

Pioneering in all the essentials for your luxurious desires,
our services are customized to raise you expectations of ultimate magnificence.
Serving in 5 countries across the globe, right from Paris, Monaco, Milan, New York, and Moscow –
We are all set to usher into the city that’s the epitome of luxury – Dubai.
Known as the city that spoils you for choices, with round-the-clock signature escapades,
our aim is to pamper you with an unforgettable experience of a lifetime.
Ranging from services like Luxury yacht rentals, Private Jets,
Adventurous Safaris or Extravagant Event bookings;
We’ve got plenty of options to keep all your needs as our first priority.
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LUXURY CARS
DO IT BIG, DO IT RIGHT,
DO IT WITH STYLE!
Ride across the city in style, with our selection of prestigious and luxury cars.
The experience of cruising around the city in utmost class, is assured to
leave you in a space of utter opulence and let you make a desired
statement. The collection of our exorbitant cars will heighten your
senses with all the right elements, and leave you coming back
for more every time. Right from luxury sedans, SUV’s, premium Brand;
We let your dreams come alive with sheer elegance and panache.

LUXURY CARS
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YACHTS
SAIL AWAY
THE DELUXE WAY!
Feel majestic with our luxury Yachts. Ranging from a
premium selection to a signature collection of yachts,
we are your one-stop-destination for all the requirements.
As you enter the world of Magnificence on our yachts,
we will make sure, your experience is one of a kind
and completely exquisite, prestigious and impressive.
So, gear up for a first – class affair and let us make all
your luxurious dreams into reality.

YACHTS
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PRIVATE JETS
BECAUSE IT'S ALL ABOUT
THE LIFE-STYLE
Take over the skies with complete luxury.
If you’re someone who is looking to fly with prestige,
we know how to make that happen. Book your private jets,
accompanied with in-flight comfort made priority
in every detail. Additionally, we make sure to bring your in-flight
experience completely tailor made for your dreams.

PRIVATE JETS
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SAFARI
BE ADVENTUROUS
BE BOLD.
Feel the power in your dreams, with our adventurous Safari tours,
customized to give you an unbelievable experience of a lifetime.
The immersive experience in the landscape of Dubai’s Desert, is bound
to give you the adrenaline rush as desired , and captivate
all your senses in the perfect fashion. Our wide range of services,
are tailor made to suit all of your needs; be it a group booking for you
and your dear ones, or simply a carefree adventurous experience
with the Quad bikes, Dune bashing, Buggy rides and much more.
At Dubai Dreams, we create an everlasting imprint of memories,
by changing your dreams in Luxurious realities.

SAFARI
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EVENT BOOKING
THE LUXURY OF ART

We are here to raise the bar and welcome you to the world
of the most-happening events in the city.

Get VIP access to the most buzzing hot-spots of Dubai, and witness
the inner circle of the top who’s who of the city, along with the a premium
experience that will set the class apart from the rest. Be it the biggest nightclubs of UAE,
or a reservation for a top-notch restaurant of Dubai; we’ll roll out the red carpet
and bring you to the world of glamour, fashion, extravagance and much more.

We make your wishes our command, and that too with style.

EVENT BOOKING
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ARTIST MANAGEMENT
YOUR WISH IS OUR COMMAND

Visiting Dubai? We’ll be at your service 24/7,
maintaining complete confidentiality and security;
Making sure to bring you a tailor-made itinerary that suits you best.
Our cliental ranges from Influential communities to top International stars,
and well-known French TV Stars, and singers. We also take the extra step
to cater you the best life, filled with glitz, glamour, adrenaline rush
and much more; for the best desirable experiences and beyond.
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TESTIMONIAL

“ The staff is very professional, I was impressed by the top - notch services provided
by them at every step, it was the perfect way to ring in my big day as it was done
perfectly, and as per my request by the team. Cannot thank DubaiDreams enough
for making it so special and sophisticated; just as requested”

LISA MATHEWS

“ Private jets, yachts or Luxury travel, Dubai Dreams knows how to pamper you
the core. The exclusive and wide range of services available, are perfect
and always surpass my expectations.”

KHALID JAMAL
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CONTACT US
+971 50 228 0618
DUBAIDREAMS@GMAIL.COM
WWW.DUBAIDREAMSUAE.COM

@DUBAIDREAMSUAE

